LYRIC LIVE
AMATEUR NIGHT MONTHLY SHOWCASE

Every First Friday
The audience decides who will go home with the $500 prize each month

PRESENTED BY
BLACK ARCHIVES
HISTORIC
LYRIC THEATER
819 NW 2nd Ave., Miami, Florida

HAPPY HOUR MIX & MINGLE @ 6 P.M.
COMEDIAN HOST | LIVE MUSIC | JUNKANOO BAND
AMATEUR PERFORMANCES | CASH BAR | SHOW TIME @ 8 P.M.
TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED AT LYRICLIVE.EVENTBRITE.COM
VENDOR SPACES AVAILABLE

WWW.BAHLT.ORG | 786.708.4610
WHAT’S THE TASTE OF OVERTOWN?
Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater kicks off Season 4 of Lyric Live with the Taste of Overtown. Starting on May 5, 2017, guests will have the opportunity to park at the Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater and take a Freebee vehicle to a partnering restaurant for dinner before the show. From 4 to 8 p.m., the Freebee vehicle will provide hop on/hop off shuttle service from BAHLT to the restaurants on NW 3rd Avenue, with the last run ending just before show time at 8 p.m..

WHAT IS THE TASTE OF OVERTOWN SCHEDULE?
4:00 P.M.  Freebee vehicle rides begin
6:00 P.M.  Happy Hour (1/2 off drink specials), DJ, and concessions at BAHLT
8:00 P.M.  Lyric Live Amateur Show

TASTE OF OVERTOWN INCENTIVES
- Freebee vehicle rides are complimentary to Lyric Live guests
- Taste of Overtown recipients receive $5 off box office ticket price for that evening’s Lyric Live show upon showing their same-day meal receipt.
- Restaurant menu prices vary
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT:
Jessica Garrett Modkins
(305) 970-1518
jgm@hiprockstar.com

LYRIC LIVE RETURNS FOR SEASON 4 WITH A TASTE OF OVERTOWN
AT THE BLACK ARCHIVES HISTORIC LYRIC THEATER

MIAMI, FL – April 4, 2017 – This Friday, April 7, 2017, Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater (BAHLT) kicks off Season 4 of Lyric Live with a Taste of Overtown. Miami’s best amateur night showcase, Lyric Live, is a fun-filled experience that will ensure plenty of laughs and lots of good cheer. Season 4 kicks-off with a Taste of Overtown for guests to sample cuisine from Overtown restaurants such as House of Wings, Jackson Soul Food Restaurant, Lil GreenHouse Grill, Two Guys Restaurant, and Jackson Bros.

BAHLT has partnered with each restaurant to create a Taste of Overtown experience every first Friday for Lyric Live. Guests will first be able to sample each restaurant this Friday. Then starting on May 5, 2017, guests will have the opportunity to park at BAHLT and take a Freebee vehicle to a partnering restaurant for dinner before the show. From 4 pm to 8 pm the Freebee vehicle will provide hop on/hop off shuttle service. The Freebee vehicle will continue the shuttle service to take guests back to BAHLT to enjoy the show.

Doors open at 6 p.m. with a mix & mingle with ½ off happy hour drink specials plus the Taste of Overtown featuring partnering restaurant samples, DJ, live music and concessions. This is immediately followed by the amateur talent showcase at 8 p.m. Showcase contestants share their unique talents and the winner will be awarded a grand prize of $500. The Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater Complex is located at 819 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Miami, FL.

Lyric Live is one of the signature programs presented by the Black Archives as a part of its mission to work with community partners to revitalize Overtown through the arts, the preservation of culture and by empowering our neighbors through employment opportunities. Hosted by comedian Chello, Lyric Live is presented on the first Friday of every month and puts a South Florida spin on the familiar amateur night showcase where the audience decides who wins and loses based on applause and boos. Tickets are available at LyricLive.EventBrite.com.

- MORE -
WHAT: The Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater presents Lyric Live Season 4

WHEN: Friday, April 7, 2017

TIME: 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Taste of Overtown
      8 p.m. Lyric Live

WHERE: Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater Cultural Arts Complex
       819 NW 2nd Avenue
       Miami, FL 33136

TICKETS: LyricLive.EventBrite.com

ABOUT: The Black Archives History & Research Foundation of South Florida is a photographic and manuscript archival research repository dedicated to documenting the history of people of the African Diaspora in Miami-Dade County from 1896 to the present. Founded in 1977 by Dr. Dorothy Jenkins Fields, the Black Archives became one to the largest repositories for the history of Blacks in Miami-Dade County. The non-profit organization is housed at the Black Archives Historic Lyric Theater Cultural Arts Complex, a historic landmark on the National Register of Historic Places built in 1913.

The Black Archives explores universal themes of respect for human differences, responsible citizenship, human dignity, education, and community building through the lens of the black experience. We promote mutual respect and understanding and inspire the appreciation of black culture, arts, history, and entertainment.

ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
Hashtag  #BAHLT #LyricLive
Twitter    @LyricTheaterMIA
Instagram  @LyricTheaterMIA
Facebook  Facebook.com/black.archives.3

###